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Aiming at unbalance of social reproduction included production, distribution, exchange, 
consumption, the distinct feature of Chinese macroeconomic, this paper traces to its source, 
focuses on distribution of national income, revolves on the inflexion appeared since 
mid-1990s, that is decreases at labor’s remuneration in proportion of primary distribution and 
resident income in proportion of national income.The paper studies on how does inflexion 
appear, which cause is significant factor, and its outcome. 
After combing evolvement of Chinese national income distribution, this paper finds that 
the proportion of enterprise and government sector in primary distribution increased, however, 
resident sector declined rapidly.Compared with similar period of typical countries, such as 
America, Japan, labor remuneration and operating income of Chinese are lower, but net 
production tax is higher; Income of Chinese government sector in proportion of GDP is higher; 
disposable income of resident in proportion of toatal disposable income is greater in typical 
countries, government sector is smaller, redistribution income slopes towards resident, by 
contrast, primary distribution of China leans towards government, and redistribution 
aggravates it.  
This paper argues the reason why structure of Chinese national income distribution 
slopes towards government is that government fuction didn’t switch from economic 
construction to public services during the period of turing from planned economy to market 
economy, from closed economy to open economy, from sole public ownership to diverse 
forms of ownership. The fact that government sector participate market economy too much 
results in distorted factor’s price, mixed with globalization effect, bring on that laborer is 
inferior to capital and country.Globalization makes production and services easier substituted 
by others, and a large part of worker’s bargaining power becomes weaker because of identity 
and position.Such effect enlarges unbalance of social reproduction led by 
government-oriented distribution structure, furthermore, accelerates the progress that 
employer-employee relationship slopes towards capital.   













outcome that markup of production market goes up and laborer’s bargaining power falls off. 
Secondly, termination  of super national treatment symbolized by “Income Taxes 
Merger”, decreases entry cost for domestic enterprises ,which benefit for improving position 
of labor factor in redistribution, and that is to say, different income tax rate obstructs entry in 
market, which goes against slope towards labor in terms of national distribution.After 
observing indirect tax, it finds that both value-added tax and consumption tax in our country 
are apparent regressive, moreover, compared with urban, regressiveness of consumption tax is 
highlighted in rural area. The outcome of general equlibium in two sectors indicates that the 
sum of resident’s loss when they are regarded as laborers in labor market due to descended 
bargaining power, and expenditure they have to pay when seen as consumers in production 
market is greater than benefit stemed from profit of enterprises rising.Such “two loss, one 
win” leads to resident income in proportion of national income distribution and labor 
remuneration share in primary distribution decrease sharply recently.  
Thirdly, after observing structure of laborer, this paper discoverys that the labor 
remuneration share has stronger response to recession than boom in China, which 
characterized by a significant weak procyclical nature. In other words, dual labor market 
aggravates reaction that labor remuneration to business cycle. It thinks that this characteristic 
is an interactive outcome of business cycle and dual labor market. Whenever based on 
average wages of staff and workers on the job in state-owned economic units, or average 
wages of staff and workers on the job in state-owned and state-holding enterprises, indexes 
that we construct in order to measure separation in labor market verify the hypothesis above. 
Compared with countries characterized by typical market economy, the trend that 
primary distribution leads to national income slopes towards government sector, and second 
distribution aggrevates this leaning have significant effect on social reproduction, such as 
there are many contradiction in production, distribution, exchange and consumption. In details, 
high energy-consuming enterprises with high pollution-consuming and high 
resources-consuming remain incessant after repeated prohibition. There are too much 
production capacity surplus in steel and cement industry. Such structure not only benefits civil 
servant, but enlarges the wage gap between different industry in distribution field and lower 















construction brings on making factor price distorted in exchange progress, such as captal, 
labor, land, water, electrity, petrol and so on.It seduces enterprises make environmental cost 
external so that overcapacity have to rush at international market to look for demand.Ratio of 
resident consumption has been decreasing and relying on external market in excess, as a result, 
achievement of economic growth didn’t translate into national welfare, moreover, fluctuation 
of economy has been expanded.All of these outcome make social reproduction difficult to 
cycle constantly. This model stems from present distribution structure, so it is critical to 
change this growth model via reverse such structure of national income distribution.  
Empirical analysis shows that separation of labor market in different system, polarization 
between monopolized industry and non-monopolized industry, higher macro tax burden, FDI 
stemmed from neighbor countries and areas, and round-tripping FDI, are disadvantage for 
raising labor remuneration share. China has overstride the descending part of U-shape curve 
in 2010.Transforming government’s function, relaxing limits of entry in field of people’s 
welfare, establishing and completing self-organization for peasants and workers, developing 
vocational education are effective way to avoid from mid-income trap, and to develop 
normative market economy.    
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